May 06, 2007
To the members of the press

Notice of press conference

Scalar Co., Ltd.

TV monitor TeleglassＴ
TeleglassＴ３-F

“Wearable Display” is now reality
拝啓 貴社ますますご清栄のこととお喜び申し上げます。
Scalar, a venture company in Tokyo, Japan with a successful history with
introduction to NASA will demonstrate first-time-ever visual technology.
Applications: Using at sites of crimes or disasters, sites of works at height,
sites of logistics and for purposes for watching movies and TV.

Dear sir/madam,
Scalar Co., Ltd., a specialist in development of digital microscopes, standard video
microscopes and other optical and electronic devices, (Itabashi Ward, Tokyo: Masao
Yamamoto, President) has successfully developed practical ultra-small display
“Teleglass T3-F” to be attached to eyeglasses that allows watching images.
As technologies advance, computers have evolved from mobile models to wearable
models. Teleglass T3-F is a product created with the optical technologies and field
image technologies which Scalar has accumulated in over 20 years. Scalar has
developed this product with collaboration by the opticians in Sabae City, Fukui
Prefecture famous for production of eyeglasses with their skills and know-how on
attaching it to eyeglasses.
When Teleglass T3-F is attached to one side of eyeglasses, it displays images (field
images) equivalent to 28 inch screen located 2 meters ahead. The major characteristic
is ensuring the wearer’s views of the surrounding area even during the display. The
resolution is in the QVGA specifications that are commonly used in the cellular phone
terminals and screens, and the sound or music is provided through earphones.
You will actually experience Teleglass T3-F at the demonstration.
We appreciate your attendance at this event. event.
■ Date and time: May 21, 2007（
2007（Monday）
Monday）
2:00pm～
2:00pm～3:00pm Reception:1:30～
■ Location: 6F, Head Office, Scalar Co. Ltd.
（2-1010-5 Itabashi, Itabashi Ward, Tokyo）
Tokyo）
3 minutes walk from Shimoitabashi Station, Tobu-Tojo Like
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You can watch TV even on a train

【Inquiries】
Inquiries】
Scalar
Scalar Co., Ltd. Personnel in charge: Kiyohara and Shimazaki
2-1010-5 Itabashi, Itabashi Ward, Tokyo http://www.scalar.co.jp
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